ABSTRACT Balancing selection is defined as a class of selective regimes that maintain polymorphism above what is expected under neutrality. Theory predicts that balancing selection reduces population differentiation, as measured by F ST . However, balancing selection regimes in which different sets of alleles are maintained in different populations could increase population differentiation. To tackle this issue, we investigated population differentiation at the HLA genes, which constitute the most striking example of balancing selection in humans. We found that population differentiation of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at the HLA genes is on average lower than that of SNPs in other genomic regions. However, this result depends on accounting for the differences in allele frequency between selected and putatively neutral sites. Our finding of reduced differentiation at SNPs within HLA genes suggests a predominant role of shared selective pressures among populations at a global scale. However, in pairs of closely related populations, where genome-wide differentiation is low, differentiation at HLA is higher than in other genomic regions. This pattern was reproduced in simulations of overdominant selection. We conclude that population differentiation at the HLA genes is generally lower than genome-wide, but it may be higher for recently diverged population pairs, and that this pattern can be explained by a simple overdominance regime. 
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b + c, with b and c referring to the variance components between individuals within
201
Definition of HLA, peri-HLA and control regions 202 We define "HLA SNPs" as those contained within the coding SNPs from the same gene (resulting in a high LD set of SNPs).
250
We repeated this operation until we obtained a total number of
251
SNPs that matched that of the HLA SNPs, for each MAF bin (see 252 Figure S2 ). We sampled 1000 such sets of LD-matched control We restricted these haplotype level analyses to HLA-A, -B, -C,
274
HLA-DRB1 and -DQB1, which are reported in Gourraud et al.
275
(2014). HLA allele calls were coded so as to only distinguish 276 alleles with nonsynonymous differences (i.e., only the first two 277 fields of the allele names were used, as described in the HLA The effect of balancing selection is to shift the site frequency (Table S4) . 
366
We explored how these different averaging methods impact 367 the F ST at HLA genes, and found that the "ratio of averages" these genes is higher than in the control SNPs, even when minor 387 allele frequency is controlled for ( Figure S1 ). 
Discussion
436
Population differentiation at HLA SNPs
437
In an overall analysis of F ST among worldwide populations,
438
we found significantly decreased genetic differentiation at HLA
439
SNPs. We have shown that this result is critically dependent on 440 the use of methods which appropriately account for the proper-
441
ties of the site frequency spectrum of HLA genes.
442
The decreased differentiation at HLA genes counters the ex- shows that a specific set of SNPs may differ in how they deviate 519 from the genomic background depending on the timescale of 520 population divergence.
521
To understand the process driving the increased differenti- Figure 8 Schematic representation of HLA differentiation under two regimes of overdominance. Each tree represents a population pair experiencing selection according to fitness values presented in the boxes above the tips. In "shared overdominance" both daughter populations share the same fitness values. In "divergent overdominance" the fitness values for one of the homozygotes changes in one of the daughter populations, even though the regime is still one of overdominance. In the divergent overdominance scenario, the equilibrium frequencies at the selected site differs among populations, and drives increased differentiation when divergence is recent (F ST HLA > F ST neutral). For the shared overdominance scenario F ST neutral > F ST HLA throughout the entire history of population divergence.
However, if the two populations remain under overdominant 533 selection but differ for one of the homozygote fitness values
534
(a scenario we refer to as "divergent overdominance"), differ-535 entiation can be increased with respect to neutrality for small 536 divergence times ( Figure 7B and Figure 8B ). This result can be 537 understood if we consider that the populations are extremely 538 similar at the time of the split, so the effect of selection will be to 539 favor changes in allele frequency between them (since homozy-540 gote fitness and therefore equilibrium frequencies of selected 541 alleles will differ). As the two populations further diverge, the 542 neutral sites will continue to diverge and will surpass the differ- 
